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in mobile telephony. A ringtone is the sound which a mobile phone
plays when its number is called. Technological development produces also master tones, realtones, true tones, ring-backs, video
tones or voice tones. A ringtone has a purely functional task-to
produce a sound which is necessary to attract attention and inform
the owner of an incoming call. Also, a ringback is a functional
sound which is produced when a mobile phone is rung; these
sounds are mostly heard as "teeet teeet", with shorter intervals
when the phone is engaged. These sounds can be personalised
by means of ring-backs. Realtones or true tones are polyphonic
sounds played on a mobile phone, which, to the listener, are
similar to a recording of a work. When cut down to the function of a
ringtone, they may also be called polyphonic ring tones. Video
tones are sounds which are played together with video on the
mobile phone's display, and voice tones are sounds based on the
human or animal voice.

Ring tones and the European market
Ring tones, these sequences of sounds, created a market which
promises considerable profits. In 2004, the income generated from
the exploitation of ring tones amounted to some US$J.5billion. 3

I.
2.

Societa ltaliana degli Autori ed Editori.
Japanese Society for Rights of Authors, Composers and

Publishers.
3. /ntx:mationa/Herald Tribune, January30, 2005, "Ring
tones: How Much Is Too Much?".
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million in 200430 per cent of the global income derived from the sale of ring
tones. 5 Ring tones are an important element of m-commerce. In
parallel with the growth of this market in Europe, the music
industry's concern about the legal protectability of its products
or services increased. 6 Foreign companies' cross-border offers of
downloads gave rise to concern, in particular if these offers do not
respect any copyright in the receiving country. Figures show that
in the United Kingdom alone, in 2003, the most requested titles
were sold up to 15,000 times per month without any payments of
royalties. The hypothetical damage on a global basis may amount
to a US$1million per day. 7
The market for ring tones is likely to evolve with technological progress. Realtones are more sophisticated than ring tones;
they reproduce parts of the musical work with authentic sounds.
Ring-back tones are sounds which an end-user can use as his
individual telephone sound instead of the standard tone. Mobile
content delivery technologies will include mobile television streaming, and also the interactive download of music. 8 The thirdgeneration GSM9 standard is well known as UMTSin Europe. It is
expected that the number of UMTSusers will rise from 16 million

Gesellschaft filr musikalische Auffiihrungs-und
mechanische Vervieltaltigungsrechre. GEMA Newsletter 52,
Reinhold Kreile: "Review of the Year 2004".
5. Ovum Research, September 13, 2004.
6. See Picard, T oivonen. Gronlund: 1be Comnbution of
Copyright and Related Rightsto the European Economy",
Media Group Business Research and Development Centre,
Turtru School of Economics and Business Administration, final
report, Turtru. October 20, 2003, p.9.
7. CNN, Apn123, 2001.
8. Large parts of the mobile communications industry are
organised in the GSMA (Global System for Mobile
comrmmications Association); during the recent GSM World
~ In Cannes it emerged that the future of the mobile
phone industry appears to be rosy; by now some 1.7 billion
mobile phones are used, by the end of the year this figure will
have risen to some two biDion. Neue Ziircher Zeitungof
February 18, 2005, ''Stoff' fiir Breitband".
9. Global System for Mobile communications.
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today. to 70 million by the end of this year. UMTSmobile phones
will havepowerfulmultimediafunctions.whichcanuseany digital
content Concerning end equipment. the mobile technology is
likelyto make useof the OMA'°standard so that the digital content
can be heard or seen on different devices.

Do ring tone rights relate to such newtypes of exploitation? lhe
Germanjurisprudenceis affirmative.13Thiswould mean that ringtone rights werenot includedin granting clausesbeforethistype of
exploitationbecameknownin the late 19905.so that authors would
still hold these rights. Butring tones may possiblybe consideredas
included in the grant of internet rights or other digital exploitation

Contracts for the acquisitionof exploitation rights
Whichrights do producers and distributors of ring tones have to
acquire? On the production level.such a usemay be free if it does
not fall withinthe scope of the copyright owner•sexclusiverights.
of
A period of between 10 and 15 seconds filled with sequences
sounds. whichcomescloseto the noise of anaJarm clockand which
is hardly comparable to a tepresentation of a work of music by
performers.may hardly justify the assumption that such simple
sounds could require the right-holder•s authorisation. But whoeverwants to avoid risks deriving from a possible infringement
should securea licencefor the production and distribution of ring
tones.
Technologicalprogresshas made possiblethe offerof more
complexpolyphonic sounds such as realtones. which can create
the impressionof a short synthesisof the basic workof music. and
granting
it may be wise for the producer to usea comprehensive
demands
changing
of
use
make
can
business
his
that
so
clause
instigated by improvedtechnologies.lhese licencecontracts may
assumea morecomplexstructure depending on them-economy's
scope of products and services.lhus the useof the basic work of
music may not only relate to ring tones. but it may include
combinations with digital games and videos. texts. images or

rights. If not. the producer or distributor of ring tones will have to
ask the relevant author for a licence.Thismay be very cumbersome. and as a result the intended protection of the author may
tum out as an impedimentto the cultural enrichmentof the nation
and themonetaryenrichmentoftheindividual work'sauthor, even
though the exploitationrelates to a modest entertainment

logos.

and marlmtingofring tones
Rights fordaefWOductlon
Theteprod.uctionright for recording and storage purposes will be
involved at the production level. 1he producer also needs sampling rights. the right to includethe stored products in a database.
to upload it to a server.to transmit the workto end users. to store it
electronicallyand/or the right to make it availableon the internet.
and to store the work on the end user's data carrier. Theserights
may generallybe availablefrom authon. publishers. record companies or collecting societies.In the case of monophonic ring tones.
the authors' respectively their publishelS' rights were involved
and.insofarasthetelevantrightshadbeentransferredtoacollecting
society. also the latter. In the case of polyphonic sounds. additionally the rights of record companiesare likelyto be involved.
For the ring-tone industry. it is burdensome to address a large
number of right-holders or individualauthors. Butnational copr
right legislation often attempts to protect authors by providing
for restrictions on the transfer of rights. lhus buy-outs may be
unlawful.or comprehensivegranting clauses will be interpreted
narrowly.0 Legislationmay also provide that grants of rights
relating to unknown types of exploitation are without effect.12

Exdusive right of reproduction
1he author enjoys an exclusiveright of reproduction. This right

extends alsoto digital exploitation.Uploadinga workto a serveror
downloadingit to computer memorymakesa copy. providedthat
the storage is not merely ephemeral and the work can be 1eproduced. Yet it is doubtful whetherthe use for a ring tone with a
sequence of sounds, whichhas a duration of io-is seconds, could
be considered as a reproduction of the work. Jurisprudenceis
neither abundant nor clear,14 but it seemsthat in the field of music
the author enjoys a protection. which extends also to uses of very
small parts of the work. If elements of the essential melody are
taken. it is likely that there will be infringement 15
Af,plication of limitations and exceptions
Does the use of a ring tone constitute a quotation of the protected
music? Depending on the national legislation. the purpose of a
quotation may permit a use not only with regard to the teproduction right. but also concerning the right of distribution and
communicationto the public.16However,the quotation must not
amend the workand not treat it in a derogatorymanner.17 Theend
user can reproduce the ring tone for private use on his mobile
telephone.18 He may rely on the private use exceptionwith regard
to the reproduction right. which does not extend to commercial
uses.

· Exclusive right of communication to the public by wire
orwithout
Aservice. whichsells ring tones and offerstheir online download.
needs to securethe exploitationright to provideaccess to the work
and/or to communicateit to the public by wire or without wire. 19
The end user who plays the ring tone does not performthe workin

13. ~ District Coun: d ~ of April 4, 2001, ZUM
2001/+B; on appealCcxn of Appealof Hamburgof February2,
2002,jurPCWeb-Ook. 298/'2002..
....
15.

ibid.
Copinge,-and Skone}ames an ~(14dl

ed..

London.1999),-vol.I para.7-27.
Sweet & Maxwell.
10. Open MollileAllianca.

which
11. See.e.g.Art:1.9ofdie GermanCopyrlghtAa.
exdudesdie assiprnmtddle ww1f&lat.orArt.31(5) ddle
Aa.aca>tdlng1Dwhich the grantd exploit;monrights has to
be namJWlydefined.
12. See, for example,Art.31(4)dthe GermanC'.opyrWlt/Jc.

16. See, e.&,Art.SI of die GermanCapyrightAa.
17. See, e.&,Aruil d die GermanCopyrightAa.

"Musilcrecht"(4dl ed.. PPV
18. Berncfcd Bemdarft; Ef&ler,
dleit, 2004). p.224.
Medien, Bel'tJ,dl
19. SeeArt.16 ddle ItalianCopyriahtAc, or die larilf
VR-001 of the German eollecdngsociety GEMA.
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public, 20 because his mobile phone does not perform the work of
music. 21 The ring tone serves merely as an acoustic sound.
But the ring tones or music downloaded on a mobile phone
may be used for a variety of purposes. just like a corporeal recording.
If such a use no longer relates to. the function of a signal, but, for
example, servesas the entertainment of a larger audience via loudspeakers. such a communication may constitute the performance
of the work in public. Under such circumstances. the use on the
mobile phone would fall within the right-holder's exclusive right
to perform a work in public. 22 Obviously, the acquisition of a ring
tone by an end user does not authorise such types of exploitation.

Rights of adaptation and modification and moral rights
Right of adaptation and modification
An author enjoys also the right to adapt the work. which, in the
field of music may consist of the right to make an arrangement or
transcription of the work. 23 But it is doubtful whether the making
of a ring tone can be considered as adaptation of a work of music,
in particular since the right of adaptation is often defined by statute
with regard to the particular purposes to which the adaptation
relates.
The exclusive right to amend the work is often broadly
defined, for example in the Italian Copyright Code, 24 according to
which the author has the exclusive right to introduce any amendments to the work. Whether the reduction of a work to a ring tone
constitutes an amendment may be doubtful, but if the author grants
the right for the production and distribution of a ringtone, it is
obvious that this grant would include the right to amend the work
to the form of a ring tone.

deformation. 26 It may be argued that the author should have to
accept that his work should be adapted to use by digital technologies; however, such a far-going assertion could hardly be
made in a case where the work would be transformed into sounds
similar to those of an alarm clock.27 This moral right cannot be
transferred, but the author who knows and accepts the modification may no longer assert or pursue an infringement, 28 similar to
the doctrine of estoppel in English law. Based on the moral rights of
its authors, the EMI company required the companies which
offered ring tones to stop such conduct which allegedly infringed
the authors' moral rights, even when the companies had acquired
the "ring-tone rights" from the relevant collecting societies. 29
If the author has granted the exploitation right to the
producer of the ring tone, it has to be considered that the author
will generally have consented to the use of his work. He may only
under such circumstances assert a violation of the right of integrity
if the work is presented in a disadvantageous thematic context of
which he did not know when granting the right, or with which he
did not have to count. Additionally, the right-holder's authorisation to the use of his work as a ring tone may well be considered as
including a consent to the "mutilation" of the work concemed. 30
In this sense, the Italian Copyright Code states 31 that the author
who knew and accepted the modifications of his work has waived
his rights.
European collecting societies like the SIAEmay exclude
expressly the moral rights from the grant of ring-tone rights, 32 but
the Japanese JASRACdoes not refer to moral rights with regard to
the grant of the interactive transmission rights, which include ringtone rights. 33 The reason may be that European authors are more
concerned about an infringement of their moral rights so that the

Right of integrity
The reduction of the work to a product with a duration of a few
seconds is likely to violate the author's right of integrity. There
seems to be little doubt that the treatment to which the producer of
a ring tone subjects the work of music might be derogatory, or a
mutilation, or other prejudicial treatment. In the case of digital
sound sampling where only parts of a work of music are taken, the
fragmentation may be considered as an infringement of the
substance of the work. Even if the producer has obtained the right
to adapt the work for the production and distribution of a ring
tone. his conduct may nevertheless infringe the author's moral
rights. 25
The author owns the moral rights including the right to
object to any deformation, mutilation or any other modification of
the work, which implies damage to his honour or reputation. There
is no doubt that a ring tone may constitute a modification of a
work of music and, under certain circumstances, also a serious
20.
e.g. the exclusive right to perform the work in public,
Art.15 of the Italian Copyright: Acc.
21. Court of Appealof Hamburg of February 4. 2002, JurPC
Web-Dok. 2'J8/2002.
22. See.~ Art.15 of the Italian Copyright: Act.
23. See.e.g. Artll (3)(b) of the UK Copyright Designs and
P'atents Act. 1988.
24. Art.18(3) of the Italian Copyright Code.
25. Markus Hauser, "Sound and Samprmg" (C.H. Beck,
Munich. 2002), p.76_
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26. In this sense District Court of Hamburg of April 4. 200 I,
above, n.13.
27. Court of Appe-alof Hamburg, February 4, 2002.JurPC
Web-Dok. 298/2002.
28. Art.22 of the Italian Copyright Code.
29. teltari[de Onlineverlag GmbH, August 23, 200 I,
"Abmahnung fiir Handy-Klingelrone".
30. See Axel M~
"Recht:sgeschifte iiber das Oroit
moral im deutschen und franzosischen Urheberrecht"
(c.H. Beck, Munich, 2002), p.45 with reference to Court of
Appeal of Munich. GRUR 19861460and legalwriters.
3 I. Art.22(2) of the ItalianCopyight: Code.
32. SIAE'sLicence to Use Musical Works as Ring tones for
Mobile Phones".Art.2: "Moral Rights. 2.1.The moral rights are
expresslyreserved to the authors and assignees thereof
pursuant to articles 20 to 24 of the (Italian)Copyright Code.
2.2. The moamcations
of the works or pans thereof. if
required by particular technical needs related to the nature
and typOlogy of the uses at issue, wiU be made with due
respect of the aforementioned rights. ( _) 2.4. From the scope
of this Licence is also excluded the adaptation right. and it is
expresslyreserved to its right owners (Art.18 of the (Italian)
Copyright Code)."; also the Gemian GEMA excludes moral
rights from its ring-tone tariff VR-ODI: "The moral rights of
the author must not be impaired Any alterations to a work
with a view to using it as a ringtone, especially the abridgment
of the woric. must satisfy any requirements contained in
Arddes 14 and 39 of the (German) Copyright:Act:".
33. Art.12 of the JASRAC Tariffs for Use of Musical Works,
as registered on June I, 2004. and the Stipulations for
Copyright Trust Contraa of JASRAC.
registel ed on Ocrober 2,
2001.
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collecting societies want to avoid any doubts about the scope of
the rights, which they can grant.

Monophonic ring tones
In the case of the production of a monophonic ring tone based ona

workof music,itmay be assumed that there is a modification of the
original work which requires the right-holder's authorisation. Yet
the copyright laws of EU Member States may offer different solutions concerning the scope of moral rights, and accordingly, it will
depend on the law of the relevant sta~e whether the subsistence of
an amendment of the work of music can be assumed, which would
require the authorisation of the author. 34

Non-Transferability ofmoral rights
The author may not transfer moral rights 35 to natural or legal
persons, nor to a collecting society. 36 Whether an author has
consented to the use of his music by the producer and distributor
of the ring tones or waived his rights with this regard as a matter of
facts. If this is not the case, producers or distributors may have
to address the author. Nevertheless, the contracts with collecting
societies may contain a clause according to which the collecting
society grants the right to use the work of music for the production
of a ring tone. But the contractual clauses often state that the
collecting society does not avail itself of the right to authorise a
modification or amendment of the work, this exclusive right
belonging to the original author. 37

Polyphonic ring tones and realtones
In the case of polyphonic ring tones or realtones it is even more
necessary to acquire rights for the production and distribution
of music on the basis of which the ring tone is produced. Any
abbreviation of a work, particularly if made by means of an
electronic device such as a synthesiser, constitutes a modification
of the original work. The abbreviation of a work, which the
synthesiser reduced to a sequence jingles without accords, and
which produces at a certain moment nothing else than an individual sound, constitutes a modification of the original work. Even if
such sounds create a recognitive effect upon the listener, they
cannot be assimilated with the original work. 38 Therefore rightholders must authorise the exploitation and consent to the impeachment of their works' integrity.

Related rights
National legislators also protect producers of phonograms, broadcasters and performers of works, even if their achievements are less
worthy of protection than those of the authors of original works of
the mind. Producers of phonograms have, inter a/ia, the exclusive
right to authorise the reproduction of their phonograms in any
34. See the "Vodafonegroup's response to the consuk:acion
on the review of the EC legal framework in the field of
copyright and relauld rights", October 31, 2004.
an Copyrighc( 14th ed.,
35. Copinger and Skone James
Sweet & Maxwell, L0ndon, 1999). vol. I. para.11-75.
36. e.g. District Court of Hamburgof Apn14,2001,ZUM

2001/443.
See the Qliff of the VR-001 of the GEMA.
38. Oisttict Court of Hamburg of April 4.2001,ZUM2001/443.

37.

form. 39 Performers have, inter alia. the right to authorise the
reproduction in whatever form or by whatever method of their
artistic performances. 40 Broadcasters have, interalia. the right to
authorise the registration of their transmissions communicated by
wire or through the air. 41 This means that the producer of a ring
tone who wants to make use of a live concert recording or a
broadcast may have to acquire a licence from the right-holders of
neighbouring rights. But generally, only realtones may involve
neighbouring rights, considering, the recording industry's right
of reproduction will also be involved in such a case. Insofar as
collecting societies do not manage the digital rights of the holders
of related rights, they may not grant such rights to producers or
distributors of ring tones. Thus Art.5(3) of the SIAE's licence to Use
Musical Works as Ring tones for Mobile Phones expressly excludes
any rights due to producers of phonograms, to performing artists,
or to radio and television companies.

Methods for the transfer of ring tones
Ring tones may be sent directly to a mobile telephone via SMSor by
email to a computer from where it may be transferred to the mobile
phone by infrared. Ring tones may be sent with pictures or text.
sound logos, videoclips or songs and other digital content. The
type of transfermay involve different exclusive exploitation rights.
For example. if the ring tone is transferred offline on a CD,the
distributor must ensure that his licence covers the right of distribution of physical copies of the work. If the ring tones are
transferred via the internet, the licence should cover the reproduction right and the right of communication to the public,. or the
making accessible of the work to the public. The traditional
transmission mode was communication via SMS(short message
service). which developed to EMS(enhanced message service) and
MMS (multimedia service) or iMode.

Grant of rights through collecting societies
Collecting societies 42 offer the grant of licencesfor the production
and distribution of ring tones. The EU Commission favours the
administration of digital rights management through collecting
societies 43:
·Remuneration schemes operated by efficient collecting societies
acting as trustees should provide access to potential end USeJS
while safeguarding the economic shares of all rightholders,
including small and non-corporate ones".

However. due to uncertainties concerning the scope of contractual
agreements it hasbeen recommended that the legislators provide
for a statutory licence or the involve_mentof collecting societies. 44
See, e.g.Art.n(I) lit. a) of the Italian Copyright Code.
See, e.g.Art.80(2) &t. b) of the Italian Copyright Code.
See. e-c,An:.79(1) liL a) of the Italian CopyrightCode.
42. For example through the SIAE"sMPRT (MobilePhone
Licence
RingTones) Uainc:e;JASRAC'skmaawe T~
or GEMA'sVR-ODI 1al1ll
(Commerdal Tra11smissions)
43. EU Cammission: Communicalion from the Commission
to the Council, the European Parfiamentand the European
Economic and Social Committee-The Managementof

39.
40.
41.

Copyrightand Related Rightsin the lnt.emalMarket.
COM(2004)261 final of April 16.2004, para.1.2.S.
44. Tilo Gerladc "lizenzr echt und Internet: Stat.ementaus
der Sicht der GVL",ZUM 2000J856.
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copyright, which would be applicable in different states, but a
bundle of national rights, the scope of which may differ from
country to country. In cross-border situations these principles
serve to determine the applicable jurisdiction. The principle of the
state of protection is recognised by the legislature of the Community. 55
If a company wants to offer its ring tones in different states,
for example in England, France and Germany, it needs licences for
the exploitation of the works protected by copyright or performances protected by neighbouring rights in any of those countries.
Even though the legal situation is harmonised to a considerable
degree, there may be differences from one legal system to the next.
Unlike the legal situation in the areas of patents, trademarks or
models, there is no regulation establishing a unitary copyright
which would directly be applicable in the internal market. 56

Unless particularly authorised collecting societies may not
grant sampling rights for a partial reproduction and amendment
so that the producer and distributor of the ringtone would have to
take recourse to the author. 45 Whether the CiEMAmay grant
licences for ring tones is doubtful at least with regard to music
in which it acquired exploitation rights before 2002. 46 The grant
cannot be based on a provision of the Copyright Act, andassuming
that the exploitation by ring tones constitutes a new type of
exploitation,47 the ring-tone right would not be included in contracts
between authors and the GEMAunless the contract contained an
express reference. 48The GEMADeed of Assignment was amended
accordingly in 2002 so as to include new digital exploitation and
internet rights. 49
envisages in the terms of the Copyright Trust
The JASRAC
Contract a comprehensive transfer of copyright which shall be
administered by it as a trustee. The transfer includes also rights
relating to interactive transmissions, which comprise ring-tone
rights. 50

Community copyright law

The Community's policy in the copyright
sector
The protection of authors and their successors in title within the EU
is based on a system which consists of a partial harmonisation of
the national copyright laws. There is no unitary copyright applicable in the Member States or a process which would lead to a
unified copyright law.

International copyright law
Many states and all EUMember States are members of the Union
of Beme51 or TRIPs.52 In application of the principle of national
treatment. a state party to these agreements is obliged to protect
authors of other Member States in a manner similar to national
authors. 53 Another principle is based on the state of protection
concept. According to this doctrine, in the case of a conflict of
national laws the law of the state in which protection is claimed will
be applicable. 54 Accordingly, the author does not enjoy a single

The seven Directives on the Community level, which concern
copyright and related rights, give Member States the choice to
adopt proposed solutions within a certain range 57; in 2004, the
Community adopted a Directive on the enforcement of intellectual
property rights. 58 For example, the Directive on copyright in the
information society envisages regulations for not less than 20
different exceptions to, and limitations of copyright. This mosaic
of different national solutions based on the Directives constitutes
the "acquis comunautaire" in the law of copyright and neighbouring rights.
This legal framework is susceptible to maintaining the
fragmentation of the market in the industries which are based
on the copyright and neighbouring rights. The optimum allocation
of resources may be impeded if the legal structures prevent works
55. EuropeanCourc of justice. Case 62179, Codlt:elvaneVog Films (1980] E.C.R. 881; Case 262181, Cod"ttelv Qne-Vog
R/ms[1982] E.C.R. 3381, para.14.
56. See for example the EU Commission's proposal for a
Counal Regulation on the Communiq' Patent of August I,
2000; document COM(2000) 412 final [2000] O.J. C337E;
Counal Regulation 40194 of December 20. 1993 on the
[1994] OJ. LI I as amended [2004)
Communiq'Trademark
OJ. L70; and Regulation 6fl002 of December 12, 200 I on
Communicy Designs [2002] OJ. L3.
57. (I) Directive 91/250 of May 14, 1991, on the legal
protection of computer programs [1991] OJ. Ll22/42;
(2) Directive 92/100 of November 19, 1992. on rental right
and lending right and on certain rights related to copyright:in
the field of intellectual property [ 1992] OJ. l.346/61;
(3) Directive 93/83 of September 27, 1993, on the
co-ordination of certain rules concerning copyright and rights
related to copyright applicable to sat.ellite broadcasting and
cable retransmission [1993] OJ. L248/15;
(4) Directive 93/98 of October 29, 1993, harmonising the term
of protection of copyright and cerain related rights (1993]
OJ.L290/9;
(5) Directive 96/9 of March 11, 1996, on the legalproteetion
of databases [1996] OJ. L77f}J);
(6) Directive 2001129 of May 22.2001, on the harmonisation
of certain aspects of a,pyright and related rights in the
information society [2001] O.J. Ll67/10;
(7) Directive 2001/84 of September 27, 2001 on the resale
right for the benefit of the author of an original work of art
[2001] O.J. L272/32.
58. Directive 2004/48of April29, 2004 on the enforcement
of intellectual property rights [2.004]OJ. Ll95/16.

45. See Markus Hauser, above, n.25 at p.71 et:seq.
46. Emsthaler, Bosch.Volker, "Handbuch UrheberTeCht und
Internet" (Rechtund Wirtschaft, Heidelberg, 2002), p.279.
47. Distria: Caunof Hamburgof April 4, 2001, ZUM 2001/443.
48. Courc of Appeal of Hamburgof May 11, 2000, ZUM
2000/870.

49.

Kretle, Becker: "The Internet and Digital Rights

Management from the Viewpoint of GEMA", Handbuchder

MUS11c.winschaft-Handbook of the Music Industry (6th
ed.,Moser/Schennann, Samberg. 2003).
50. JASRAC: "Stipulations for Copyright Trust Contract of
registered on October 2. 200 I", and the "Tarift"sfor
JASRAC,
Useof MusicalWorks, registered on June I, 2004•, whichrefeB
expressly to ring tones in Art.12 (lnterac:tive Transmissions).
51. Berne Convention for the Promaion of Literary and
Artistic Works.
52. Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual

Property Rights.
53. ArtS(I) of the Berne Convention; Arts I (3) and 3 of the
TRIPs.
54. Art.5(2) of the BerneConvention;Art.9 of the TRIPs
obliges Members to comply with Ans 1-21 of the Berne
Convention.
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or pt0tected products from being distributed or communicatedat
a price whichreflectsa low cost price. lhe argument acconling to
which this fragmentation constitutes an impediment to the creationof the internalmarketis supportedby the wishof thering tones
industry to acquire the necessaryrights in a •one-stop-shop•
procedure.59particularlyin the case of cross-bordercontracts.
Developments in the field of community copyright
lhe EuropeanCommission is in permanent contact with the
industries based on copyright and neighbouring rights.
.Management of copyrightond related rights In die
fntemal marlret
In the last year, the Commissionpublished a Communicationon
RightsManagementin the field of copyright and related rights in
the intemal market.'° lhe discussion. which developed subsequently and whichincluded aspects of relevanceto the ring-tones
industry, concerned the followingaspects:
• ledlll:lion of the cast pricetbro1lgbsimplifiedHcensiag
pmc:edares:
a simplifiedmethodforthegrantoflicencesmay
reducethe costprice for ring tonesin theinternalmarket.lhe
EuropeanCommission61 explainedthat the expanding online
market requires the grant of a Jicence through a single
collectingsocietywithin a single transactionand with effect
for thewholeinternalmarket
• Jnvolvaaent of coDec:tingsocieties: in the field of
collectiverights management, the industry put the factual
monopolyof collectingsocietieson the agenda. 62 Concerning to the risk that collecting societies assume a factual
monopolyposition. the Commissionassured the European
Parliamentthat it observedcloselytheir conduct.63 lhe role
. of collectingsocieties with regard to the grant of ring-tone
rights is not regulated by legislaton. Whenevera rightholder grants a collecting society digital management
rights. the collecting society may offer the acquisition of
ring-tone rights to producers or providers of services. But
the cross-border co-operation between collecting societies
can only be successfulin Europeif the collecting societies
59. BJ Commission.
Communicadontom the Commission
European
Economicand SocialCammiaae-The Maiiapment al
Copyrightand Rela1led
Rightsin die Internal Harl(er,
COt1('2004)261 tinalal April 16,2004,para.3.5.2.EU Bui.
4-2004lntemal maria (24/26) 13.55
60. EUColnnlission:
Communic:alion
i"0m die Conu,lissior,
m die Council.
die EuropeanParliament
andthe European
&iol101DC
andSocialCammiaae-The Mll....,..acof
Copyright and Related RightsIn die Internal Harl(er,
COM(2004)261 ftnalof April 16,2004.
61. Ibid., para.1.2.4.
62. See ETNO (l:mopean Telemmmunicadons Nee.work
0penmrs• Assoclllion) Ralamcxl~on
die Eiropean
Commission Communicadon
on the Hanag,ementof
Copyright
and RelatedRi&f1tS
in die Internal Markllt,June
2004.p.2.
63. mq,eanPar1ianar.
wrtamquesdorlE-0266/03
by
Joachim
Wuermallng
(PPE-DE)
1D die Commission,Monopoly
hald by copyrightmllectlwg sodedes, and the reply by
Con•nissioner Bolbs1an.
['l003J
O.J,E222/175.Seplanbel IS.
2003.
1D the Council.
the EuropeanPariamentand the

apply identical contractual schemes,and acquire identical
rights from the original right-holders.'4
• Compalsoryorstatutorylicensing
ofliD.gtoneilghtsas
a limitationof orexception&omtlaec:opyright:
the right
to an equitable remuneration for the use of exploitation
rights. which legislators transferred to collecting societies,
doesnot include exploitation by ring tones. Taking into
account the systemof international neighbouring rights, in
particular the RomeConvention.65 which does not envisage
an exclusivebroadcasting right of the producer of phonograms, but only a right to an equitable remuneration,66 it
doesnot appear that the legislatorcould introduce a system
of statutory licencesor compulsorylicencesfor the benefit
of producersor distributon of ring tones. However.it may
be conceivablethat such a system constituted a limitation
of or exception from copyright in the sense of Art.5(3Xk) or
Co) of the EU Directive on copyright in the information
society.67 In this sense, exceptions from, or limitations of
the copyright are admissible, provided that they relate to
certain special cases, which do not conflict with normal
exploitation of the workor protected subject-matter and do
not unreasonably piejudice the legitimate interests of the
rightholder (Art.s(s) of the Directive).
• Grant of c:ompnbemi.venngtolleS dghts by a c:ollec:ting society on the basis of voluntary contracts with
right-boldea: right-holden and a collecting society may
concludea contract, whichauthorisesthe collectingsociety
to market the right-holder's ring-tone rights. Some collecting societiesestablished tariffs for theexploitationof music
by ring tones. Such tariffs may contain a comprehensive
contractual regulation. for example, the SJAE'
s ·ucence
to
Use Musical Works as Ring tones for Mobile Phones"68
establishesa right to use-10rthe purposesof the production
64. In die GEMA"sview, it is a p ec:1011dltion
for a
successfulcross-border cooperadon mat "die collec:dng
sociedes flwalvedassumea uniform
idendty"',GEMA
Yeat6oolc1996197.
Pt.IV.
65. lnt'enmional
Convair:ion
for die PtalllCdonal
Performers,Producers alPhongrams and Broadcasdng
Orpnisadons (Rome Convemion).
66. Art.12 ofdle RomeColwemion: IFaphoal0g?affl
publishedfor c:onwnei dal purpow. or a rapn:xluc:don al such
phoaiogram,is mad clrecdy for bn:Jadasdns
or for any
Cl0lllfflUilica 1D the public:.a single4lqUicable
nimunenlion
shallbe paidby the user 1D die performers, or u, the
producers of die
or m bodt. Domesdc law may,
in die absence of .,.-.ment betweal these pardes. lay down
the axidldons as CD1he sharing of dds IWiUWlidon.

phonqpa,-.

67. Direc:dw2001/l9ofMay22,~l.ondie
harmollimlw of CW1alnaspects of a,pyrightand relaald
rf&hls
In die lnfi:Mmalion society; Art.5: "'&ceprioalSand
limbdons (1)- (3) Member 51:alles
may provide for
ac.eepcions or lilnicadOIIStl0 die righcsprovided for In Ardcles
2 and 3 in die folowing cases:_ (le)use for die pur1)0S8 of
caricature.parody or pasdche;- (o) use in cenain odier cases
of minor lmportanm where exicepdolis or llmiadons already
exist lmder nadonal law, pnwldeddlltmeyonly concern
analogue-and
do noca«ectdle'"-drculadon of goods
and services wilhlnthe Communk;y,
wldlout prejudicem die
odler elGCl!pliollS
andlmlatiCIIISmntlinedIn tf1is/vdde".
68. SIAE,"Ucanzaper rtJdtmzic,,ie delle Opere Musicall
TucelateclallaSIAEin SuonlwieperTelelonla Moble",2005.
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and reproduction as ring tones in mobile phones or similar
communication devices-works or fragments of works,
which are administered by the SIAEunder conditions set
out in the tariff. The SIAEauthorises the licensee:
- to record and technically adapt for the purpose of the
production of a ring tone for use on mobile phones, monotracks, polyphonic. RMFor in different technical versions.
works or fragments of works belonging to the musical
repertoireprotected by SIAE;
- to include into a data base files containing these ring
tones (uploading);
- to make available to the public such ring tones in Italy
and in other countries as described in the Enclosure 1.
through telematic and/or telecommunication networks,
allowing access to these ring tones from the place and at
the time individually chosen by users, with the possibility
of listening to samples of ring tones by dialling the numbers of fixed or mobile phones, on Web sites and on other
interfaces used for the marketing of the ring tones;
- to allow the reproduction, on a free-of-charge basis or
against payment, on their own mobile phones by the end
users. for private and personal use as musical ring tones, of
ring tones (downloading).
The SIAEtariff reserves the moral rights exclusively to the
author, and it obliges the licensee to respect the moral
rights when amending the work for the production of the
ring tone. In order to comply with right-holders' objections
to the use of the music as a ring tone, the tariff contains a
clause by means of which the SIAEmay ask the licensee to
terminate the use of the ring tone. The tariff obliges the
licensee to provide comprehensive information on the
exploitation of the ring tone so that the SIAEmay examine
its scope and verify the correctness of payments, which are
made on a quarterly basis. The tariff does not include
neighbouring rights. The fees for the exploitation of ring
tones vary, in the case of a use in Italy it amounts to 12 per
cent of the sales price paid by the end user, or at least €0.10
if the service is offered free of charges. The tariff obliges the
licensee to report on the use of Ting tones, and the SIAEhas
powers of inspection to verify the correctness of the report.
Contractual fines threaten a breach of the tariff.
• Acquisition of licences in a one-stop-shop' procedme
for the internal market: the purchasers of the ring-tone
rights should have the possibility of acquiring the rights
within a ..one-stop-shop" procedure for the whole territory
of the internal market; this proposition wasmade in different
comments addressed to the Commission. 69 The Commission
itself had stated in its Communication of April 16, 2004 70:
·collecting societies usually represent a wide, if not worldwide
repertoire and ha.vean exclusive mandate for the administration of
See, for example, E1NO (EuropeanTelecommunications
Network OperatDrS' Association) Refteaion documem: on the
Communication on the Managementof
EuropeanCommission
Copyright and Related Rightsin the Internal Market, June

69.

2004, p.2.
70. EU Commission, Communicationfrom die Commission
to die Council, die European Parliament and die European
[.,,.,,.JR,IT.1.R
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rights in relation to their field of activity. This puts them in an
exclusive and strong position vis-a-vis useIS. This position is
appreciated by most. as it enablescollecting societiesto function
as one-stop-shops for licensing. • 71

• Exhaustionof the online communication right after
the first marketing within the internal market:another
modelfor the Community-wide grant of ring-tone rights
could be based on the statutory introduction of the exhaustion right applicable to the exclusive right of online communication to the public. The exhaustion could be effective
if the exploitation in one EUMember State was based on the
right-holder's authorisation. Such a model could facilitate
the Community-wide distribution of ring tones. However. it
appears difficult to imagine how the right-holders' interests in an equitable remuneration could be maintained if
the grant of the online rights for a smaller EUMember State
would exhaust these rights also with regard to the larger
states. This option, which eliminated the territorial fragmentation of the internal market. could be introduced if the
right-holders were awareof the consequences of a grant of
such rights for the territory of one Member State, or if the
exhaustion was complemented by a system of compulsory
licences in those Member States where the voluntary licence
did not expressly grant rights.
• freedom of choice between collecting societies: it is
conceivable that the right-holders but also the producers
and distributors of ring tones would have a choice between
the collecting societies active within the internal market for
a Community-wide grant of exploitation rights. 72 This model
would require information on the necessity of obtaining
production and distribution rights within the internal market,
on the scope of rights: which a collecting society could
grant, and on the system by means of which collecting
societies within the internal market would co-operate, so
that the chosen collecting society could grant the exploitation rights for thewhole territory of the internal market.
• fees for mobile phones? Is the mobile phone a device for
the copying and recording of music for private purposes? In
such a case the authors may have the right to an equitable
remuneration for the limitation of the reproduction right.
This remuneration is generally calculated on the basis of the
mobile phone's price.7 3 But it is also argued that such fees
would not be applicable to mobile phones, because the
Economic and Social Committee-The Management of
Copyright and Related Righu in the Internal Market,
COM(2004) 261 final d April 16,2004,para.35.2.
71. This direct grant of community rights was already
envisaged within the frameworkof agreementsbetween
(Bureau lntemmonal des
collea:lng societies BIEMnFPI
SocietesGerant les Droits D'Enregisuement et de
of die f'honographic
Reproduction M6canique/Federation
Industry) on mechanical reproduction rights.
72. See ETNO (EuropeanTelecommunications Network
Operacors' Association) Reflectiondocument on the European
Commission Communication on the Management of Copyright
andRelated Rightsin 1:heInternal Market, June2004, p.2.
73. See.for example,Art.71-septies of the lt.alianCopyright
Code.
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right-holders would be able to control and exclude by

means of technological measuresdigital reproductions.74
• flat rate for the download of music? Usersof online music
claim that a flat rate for the download of music should be
introduced. which would cover any receipt of music on a
mobile phone. 75
Theseproposals show that the legal frameworkfor the exploitation
of protected works and products by new technologies does not
provide satisfactory results.

Revlslonof the legal framewotlc in the fieldsofcopyright
and related rights
CUrrentlythe EUCommissionundertakes a revision of the legal
framework in the field of copyright and related rights. 76 and it
proposes modifications to the present system TheCommissionhas
recognised that the fragmentation of the European market of the
copyright-based industries may have a negative impact on the
development of the Internal Market and the competitiveness of
the EU'sindustry.
• Harmonisationof the term of the exploitationright in
the sector of music: the Commission considers a unification of the rules of MemberStates on the duration of the
copyright with regard to worksof music.77 TheCommission
stated that in some Member States lyrical works are considered as works of collaboration with the consequence,
that the term of the exclusiverights dependson the life of
the longest-surviving joint author. In other MemberStates,
such worksare considered asindependent of each other so
that the tenn of the exclusive rights in the work of music
may be shorter than this of the work of literature. The
Commissionsuggested that the Directiveon the term of the
copyright should be modified, arriving at a solution similar
to the term in the case of cinematographic works. 78
• Extensionof the exclusiveright of the making accessible to the public to zelatecl
rights: the Italian Association
79 proposed that the
of Producers of Phonograms {AFI)
exclusiveright of communication to the public should be
extended to producers of phonograms. In particular with
regatd to the online communication of protected products,
this extension appears to be justified. The mere technical
possibilitiesof blocking unauthorised reproductions online

is not sufficient, as evidenced by the problems in introducing effective ciTcumventiondevicesin the case of the
offUnedistribution.
• lhe Commissionrecommendsminormodificationsof
the •acqms comuaautaue•: the EU Commissionrecommended minor modifications of the acquiscomunautaireso
that the present structures of the EU'scopyright law will be
maintained. 8o
In this context, ring tones represent only a tiny aspect of the meconomy, but this aspect is susceptible to illustrate the problems
for the European industry, which is based on the copyright.

Conclusions
The problems which arise from the coincidence between the
technological progress. particularly in mobile and digital communications, and copyright should not result in an impedimentto
the distribution and communication of music. A solution should
be based on the function of copyright to ensure the distribution
and communication of works in order to achieve the optimum
allocation of resources. Thiswould benefit not only the individual
author. but also the distributors and any participants in the value
chain up to the final user. Finally.society as a wholewould benefit,
because of improved cultural achievements. This means that
difficulties obstructing the grant of licences within the internal
market through legal barriers or high costs should be reduced.
In this context, collecting societies can play an important role,
through finding a balance between the interests of authors, artists,
producers of phonograms, the mobile phone industry, and consumers.

74. See ETNO (European Telecoimwnic:ationsNetwork
0peramrs• Association) Rellec:tiondocument on the European
Commission Communic:ationon die Management orCopyright
and Related Righcsin the Internal Market.June
2004, p.4.
75. C't NewsorJune14. 2004: "'Berliner&ldirung' fordert
Musi1c..flatrate
fiirs Internee'".
76. C:0.,atlDM StaffWortclng Paper on the review orthe
EC legal framework in the field orcopyright and nilab!d rights.
documentSEC(2004) 99S.Brussels, orJuly 2004.
77. ibid, p.11.
78. ibid, p.12; Directive93198of0cmber29.
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